TAYLOR LIBRARY: LEVEL 2

EDC OFFICE
PROJECT ROOM 2
COMPUTER ROOM
OPACs
MICROFICHE / FILM READER
NETWORKED PRINTER

C BLOCK: LAW
FOLIOS
LAW BOOKS
LAW FOLIOS
LAW + ZULUETA PAMPHLETS

D BLOCK: EDC
EU BOOKS
EU PAMPHLETS
EU PERIODICALS
HANSARD HOUSE OF COMMONS / LORDS
HC STANDING COMMITTEE DEBATES
HL PAPERS + BILLS
BRITISH PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS
LORDS JOURNALS
OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
OP REFERENCE
OECD
SOCRATES LIBRARY
UNCTAD + PAPERS
UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UN TREATY SERIES (9)

Aug 2017
TAYLOR LIBRARY: LEVEL 1

ISSUE DESK
HELP DESK
PROJECT ROOM 1
OPACs
COMPUTERS
MFDs

C BLOCK:
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DICTIONARIES
REFERENCE
CALENDAR OF CONFIRMATIONS
HEAVY DEMAND
LAW REPORTS
LAW PERIODICALS
CURRENT LAW
GENERAL REFERENCE

D BLOCK:
ACTS OF PARLIAMENTS
BRITISH SESSIONAL PAPERS
COMMAND PAPERS
COMMONS JOURNALS
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS & AGENCIES
HOUSE OF COMMONS SESSIONAL PAPERS
LAW PERIODICALS
LAW REPORTS
LOCAL ACTS
SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE
SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT
STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

Aug 2017